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Abstract.  Thesaurus-assisted retrieval systems have potential for multi-concept descriptors, permitting very precise queries and indexing. However, indexer and searcher may differ in terminology judgments and there may not be any exactly matching results. This paper discusses the potential of query expansion techniques using the semantic relationships in a faceted thesaurus. An extract of the National Museum of Science and Industry’s collections database, indexed with the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), was the dataset for the research. 
The system architecture and algorithms for semantic closeness and the matching function are outlined. Standalone and Web interfaces are described and formative qualitative user studies are discussed. One user session is discussed in detail, together with a scenario based on a related public inquiry. Findings are set in context of the literature on thesaurus-based query expansion. The integration of semantic closeness in the matching function permits ranked results for multi-concept queries in thesaurus indexed applications. An in-memory representation of the thesaurus semantic network allows a combination of automatic and interactive control of expansion and control of expansion on individual query terms. The application of semantic expansion to browsing may be useful in interface options where thesaurus structure is hidden. 
1. Introduction
With uncontrolled search, significant differences can stem from trivial variations in search statements and from differing conceptualisations of a research inquiry. Thesauri are intended to alleviate this problem by offering terminology control. These controlled vocabularies do more than supply a list of authorised terms; thesauri provide a mediating interface between indexed collections and users who may be unfamiliar with the collection’s terminology.  Concepts are structured and organized via relationships (Aitchison, 2000). The three main thesaurus relationships are Equivalence (connects a concept to terms that act as effective synonyms), Hierarchical (broader / narrower concepts) and Associative (more loosely related, ‘see also’ concepts). 

Facets (almost always) constitute mutually exclusive groupings of concepts. Single concepts from different facets can be combined together when indexing an object or forming a query. This allows a more logical organisation than enumerating all possible combinations of concepts (Aitchison, 2000; Broughton, 2001). Multi-concept descriptors allow high specificity. However, matching multi-concept queries and descriptors can prove difficult; indexer and searcher may differ in terminology judgments - the 'vocabulary problem' (Bates, 1986; Chen, 1997). It may be impractical to browse several hierarchical dimensions, trying numerous combinations to match exactly all descriptors that might be considered relevant, taking into account both indexing exhaustivity (the number of terms used) and specificity (the level of detail). In the end, there may not be any exactly matching results for very specific queries. Conceptually similar items may, however, be of interest. 

Elaborating this point, Toni Petersen, then Director of the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) Project​[1]​, outlined key unsolved issues for system designers seeking to take advantage of the AAT in retrieval (Petersen, 1994a - in a discussion of the National Art Library database at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London): 
“The major problem lies in developing a system whereby individual parts of subject headings containing multiple AAT terms are broken apart, individually exploded hierarchically, and then reintegrated to answer a query with relevance.”

Thesaurus relationships can assist query expansion (QE) by providing one basis for expansion of search terms. Thesauri can be used to derive a set of terms considered equivalent to the concept(s) represented by the query. Thesauri can also be used to derive a set of semantically related concepts (with their own sets of equivalent terms). The work presented here investigates thesaurus-based query expansion in controlled vocabulary applications, where descriptors can have multiple concepts. 
1.2 Related Literature
Faceted approaches are recently being applied in Web-based applications (e.g Chan, 2001). Pollitt’s HIBROWSE system demonstrated the potential of browsing facet hierarchies and interactively combining terms from several facets to refine a query (Pollitt, 1997). More recently, the Flamenco hierarchical browsing interface allows users to add or remove facets while browsing a Web image database, dynamically generating previews of query results (Yee, 2003). This is an elegant solution to faceted browsing interfaces, where the user is familiar with the terminology and tight coupling exists between the thesaurus and the database. However, in networked situations, there may be a separate thesaurus server and possibly multiple databases. In these circumstances, query preview may be impractical and a faceted search capability desirable.

Drawing on studies of information searching behaviour over several years, Bates recommends that information be facet indexed and the searcher helped to use the facets in the interface (Bates, 2002). While Bates discussed possibilities for search systems incorporating automatic Boolean searching moves, this paper discusses an approach where query expansion is incorporated directly into a faceted matching function.

An extensive review of QE in general is provided by Efthimiadis (1996). Various researchers have investigated performance implications of thesaurus-based QE (considered by Efthimiadis under ’collection independent knowledge structures’), for example the effect of employing different thesaurus relationships (Beaulieu, 1997; Caviedes, 2004; Greenberg, 2001; Hersh, 2000; Kekäläinen, 1998; Järvelin, 2003; Kristensen, 1993; Rada, 1991; Vakkari, 2004). Research generally argues that thesaurus-based query expansion can have negative consequences for precision but can be useful in some circumstances. This literature is further discussed in Section 5. 

The basis for thesaurus-assisted QE in the research reported here is a semantic closeness algorithm (Section 2.3). The minimum number of semantic relationships that must be traversed in order to connect two concepts is taken as a measure of their closeness (or distance). Each traversal has an associated cost factor. Rada et al. (1989) assigned an identical cost to each traversal, whereas other work has assigned different costs depending on the relationship involved (eg Kim, 1990). Sometimes depth within the hierarchical index space has been a factor, with distance between two connected terms considered greater towards the top of a hierarchy than towards the bottom, based on arguments concerning relative specificity, density or importance (Richardson, 1994; Spanoudakis, 1994; Tudhope, 1997). 
1.3 Outline of paper
In this paper, we discuss findings from a research project which investigated the potential of semantic query expansion techniques with a faceted thesaurus (the AAT) and indexed dataset (the Science Museum’s collections database). Section 2 gives an overview of the research project and describes the semantic closeness algorithm and the query matching function. Section 3 describes the interfaces and formative evaluation user studies. One user session is discussed in detail, along with a scenario based on a related public inquiry to the Science Museum. Section 4 gives an overview of the Web demonstrator, which took account of some findings from the user evaluations, and also discusses semantic expansion as a browsing tool. Key issues arising from the research are discussed in context of the literature on thesaurus-based QE in Section 5.
2 System Description
2.1 Project Outline
The FACET project​[2]​ involved collaboration with the UK National Museum of Science and Industry​[3]​ (NMSI) and other partners. The aim was to investigate the integration of the thesaurus into the search system and explore the potential of semantic expansion techniques. An extract of the NMSI collections database was used as a test bed for the project and we experimented with a number of thesauri, most prominently the AAT, which forms the basis for much of the NMSI indexing work. 

The AAT was the main thesaurus used for the research. It is a large thesaurus (more than 125,000 terms), organised into 7 facets (and 33 hierarchies as subdivisions) according to semantic role: Associated concepts, Physical attributes, Styles and periods, Agents, Activities, Materials, Objects and optional facets for time and place (Harpring, 1999, Petersen, 1994b, Soergel, 1995). 

Development followed an iterative process, with two major prototypes informed by evaluation sessions with target users and collaborators. A Web demonstrator was produced in the final stage of the project.
2.2 System Architecture
The system comprises a tiered component-based architecture, accessing a SQL Server relational database. This enabled the reuse of underlying components in the development of two successive client interfaces – the first a compiled VB standalone application, the second a browser based Active Server Pages (ASP) Web demonstrator application. The semantic expansion engine is a key component, acting on an in-memory directed graph structure populated from the relational tables representing the thesaurus. The in-memory representation holds the semantic network of concepts and relationships, while the relational database tables hold the complete thesaurus, including equivalent terms and scope notes.
2.3 Semantic Closeness Algorithm
The semantic closeness algorithm builds on previous work in which a proof-of-concept demonstrator was applied to a small (120 item) dataset indexed by the Social History and Industrial Classification (Tudhope, 1997). In that application, only hierarchical relationships were involved and real-time response was not a concern.

Semantic expansion spreads from a given concept over the semantic network to yield a neighbourhood of concepts considered semantically close for retrieval purposes. The extent of the neighbourhood is governed by controlling parameters and each concept in the neighbourhood is assigned a value representing the degree of closeness to the starting concept. This allows the matching function (Section 2.4) to assign partial matches between a query term and a semantically close index term.  

The algorithm iteratively traverses the network of thesaurus relationships, with each traversal carrying a cost. Starting from the given concept, semantic closeness values degrade as the expansion continues, until terminated by a configurable cut-off threshold representing the boundary of the expansion. Figure 1 gives pseudo code (the cost factors are explained below).

// Psesudocode for the semantic closeness expansion algorithm, using
// an initially empty set of semantically close terms (SCTerms).
// Link traversal has an associated cost, so closeness values degrade 
// as expansion continues, until a cutoff threshold is reached.

initialTerm.Closeness = 1				// in range [0..1] so maximum possible
cutoffThreshold = 0 					// standalone prototype configuration

initialTerm.Expanded = false
add initialTerm to SCTerms 				// added to initially empty set of terms

while (any SCTerms have not been expanded)
    for (each unexpanded SCTerm) 			// sourceTerm
        for (each link to another term) 			// sourceTerm->targetTerm
            calculate traversalCost for this link type
            newValue = sourceTerm.Closeness – traversalCost
            if (newValue >= cutoffThreshold) then		
                if (SCTerms contains targetTerm) then		// check if already visited via another route
                    if (targetTerm.Closeness < newValue) then	
                        targetTerm.Closeness = newValue	// shorter route found, use instead
                        targetTerm.Expanded = false		// force a recalculation of links
                    else begin					// not already visited – is new term 
                        targetTerm.Closeness = newValue
                        targetTerm.Expanded = false
                        add targetTerm to SCTerms
                    endif
                endif
            endif
        endfor
         sourceTerm.Expanded = true
    endfor
endwhile

Figure 1: Pseudocode for Semantic Closeness Algorithm

The traversal cost is dominated by a cost parameter associated with each relationship type, which can be configured according to the application, but hierarchical depth is also taken into account. The relationship costs used for the final standalone prototype were Broader 0.3; Narrower 0.1; Associative 0.3. An additional specialisation factor reduced these relationship traversal costs in proportion to the level of specialisation, on the principle that as terms become more specific (deeper hierarchical levels) the semantic differences between the subclasses become less pronounced. Section 5 discusses the rationale for relationship costs.

2.4 Matching Function
Semantic expansion is integral to the query matching function; query terms are matched to degrees of semantic closeness. The ranked list of results will start with any exact matches but can include lower scoring matches for result items with no match for a query term or partially matching, semantically close concepts. 

Following the first evaluation, the notion of a query’s focus term, was introduced. The focus term (or a member of its semantically expanded set) must yield a match with an item’s descriptor for that item to be included in the result set. This was to reduce the impact of matches on non-critical, auxiliary terms compared with a non-match on the central thrust of query. It also had the effect of improving response time by avoiding unnecessary comparisons after semantic expansion. The algorithm steps are outlined in Figure 2.

1)	Perform semantic expansion on the focus query term to yield an expanded set of focus terms, each with an associated semantic closeness score.
2)	Find all items in the dataset indexed by at least one term from the expanded set of focus terms. These initial results are candidate items for a possible match.
3)	Perform semantic expansion on the remaining query terms to yield an expanded set of non-focus terms, each with an associated semantic closeness score.
4)	For each candidate item:
For each query term:
Establish the semantic closeness score for the closest matching (maximum closeness) candidate item index term.
Calculate overall degree of match for candidate item, as a weighted average of the query terms’ maximal closeness values
5)	Return a ranked list of items where the overall degree of match exceeds a pre-defined threshold value.
Figure 2: Pseudocode for Matching Function

As an illustrative example, consider the following descriptor from the National Railway Museum​[4]​ collections database with a possible query.


Descriptor: oak, brocade, Victorian, Carver chair, crests, ovals
Query: mahogany, dark yellow, brocading, Edwardian, armchair

In circumstances where the searcher had flexibility, the descriptor might be considered a partial match. The screendump in Figure 3 shows the degree of match of individual query terms. None match exactly but four out of five have partial matches to semantically close index terms. The overall degree of match (56%) is calculated as an average of the maximum match values for each query term - (0.82 + 0.72 + 0.63 + 0.63 + 0) / 5 = 0.56. 

The matching function can be considered as subsuming a number of the iterative 'search tactics' identified by Bates (1979) in a single automatic ranking of results. Lower ranked results can be equivalent to broadening a search by dropping a facet or selecting a broader (or closely related) concept. 

Figure 3 : Screendump showing multi-concept matching example

Currently, query terms are equally weighted.  Other variants would be to differentially weight query terms, for example to favour the focus term, or to integrate the matching function’s semantic closeness values into a probabilistic weighting scheme, or to return separate results for different facets. The matching function gives real-time performance (Tudhope, 2002). This was achieved by employing the in-memory structure for the expansion operation and restricting expansion to a ‘semantic closeness’ area surrounding each query term, beyond which there is no match. This permits interactive control of expansion parameters as discussed in Section 5.
3. User Studies
3.1 Standalone Interface





Figure 4 : Query builder

Once thesaurus concepts are selected they can be dragged (or added via context menu) to the query (Figure 4 right pane), where they are automatically associated with the appropriate facet. The presence of associative relationships is indicated by small arrows on the concept icons (e.g. on brocading) and in the application interface facets are colour coded. The user may double-click a term to browse the thesaurus and explore local context, which includes the hierarchical structure, display of scope notes and related (via the associative relationship) concepts – in Figure 4 brocading as process is related to brocade as material. “Back”, “Forward” and “Favourites” browsing options were included but not much used (there was little scope for bookmarking in single sessions).
3.2 Evaluation
Formative user evaluation sessions were conducted on a pilot system and two standalone prototypes to illuminate problems and inform design decisions. The focus was on interaction and searching behaviour and a qualitative approach was followed (Fidel, 1993; Nielsen, 2001). Data gathered included transcripts of think-aloud sessions, screen capture videos and log files of interactions, such as query runs, thesaurus browsing and records viewed. The evaluator responded to questions on the interface and kept notes of misunderstandings and significant incidents. 

In all, 20 sessions took place involving 23 selected users (the vast majority being museum-related contacts from various UK institutions, including cataloguers, collections management staff and curators), totalling 22 hours of recorded sessions, not including training time. Most of the users had some thesaurus experience but none would be considered expert thesaurus searchers. Evaluations were conducted at participants’ workplaces, the researcher bringing a laptop with the system. Participants were given an introduction which walked them through a training task. They were then asked to carry out a number of additional search tasks, corresponding to typical museum inquiries, but designed to be non-trivial with controlled terminology avoided in the search question. The aim was to require users to map from the task definition to controlled terminology in the thesaurus. This would typically require searching and browsing the thesaurus. For example, one task required participants to find objects decorated with text. In another task, participants were given a picture of a chair, and asked to find a matching record in the collection. Sometimes a final, open task asked participants to explore the interface and construct their own queries according to interest or specialisation. Not all participants attempted every task due to time restrictions and occasionally a specific task was used to test particular interface elements. 

The first prototype study found a lack of support for the sequence of the search process (Blocks, 2002). With the initial interface design, users were faced with various windows which could be opened in any sequence and moved anywhere on the screen. The searcher could not easily anticipate the automatic positioning, sometimes needing to make adjustments as new windows appeared. For the second prototype, several changes attempted to reinforce the process of constructing faceted queries. The number of windows was reduced and the faceted query-under-construction was shown in the same window as the thesaurus search and browsing tools (Figure 4). Additional training material was included, standardized as a Powerpoint presentation. The single term thesaurus search was replaced by a multiple term facility – something users requested in the first study. User control of semantic expansion was also introduced, and a “More like this” option on inspecting a result item. While the first prototype study focused primarily on interaction with the system, the second study broadened to focus on wider issues concerning the role of the thesaurus in information searching behaviour, as part of a larger research project. Accordingly, the evaluator played a more active role in a co-operative evaluation approach, asking questions to prompt think aloud and sometimes attempting to prolong sessions by suggesting possible opportunities for reformulation.  A model of the search process was developed, with particular reference to key areas for support in thesaurus use (Blocks, 2004).

Given training and a user guide, users were able to interact with the thesaurus and complete tasks with the final system. One aim was to investigate the potential of an ‘advanced search’ interface, with an integrated thesaurus. The interface required training and was seen as complex by these users but they generally expected to be able to use it proficiently within a short period of time. For more casual users than those in this study, a ’simple search’ interface, with the thesaurus in the background, should be considered. Lower level interaction with the thesaurus was not particularly problematic in the final system. At a broader, conceptual level however, there is a need for more active system support for the search process itself (particularly for reformulation). Some problems were observed with operation of the semantic expansion controls and Section 5 discusses changes made for the Web demonstrator. We now examine in detail part of a user session, selected because it specifically raised query expansion issues.
3.3 User Session
One of the second prototype evaluation sessions was with a museum curator, who had used the AAT before. The usual evaluation procedure was followed, a set task followed by a self directed exploration of their own collection (in the case of curators), followed by a final discussion with the evaluator. Here the evaluator asked for feedback on the expansion tools and the discussion turned to the structure of the AAT thesaurus and problems the curator had faced when attempting to use it in his specialized area. The following extract (Figure 5) from the audio transcript of the session brings up various issues. 

C: […], having done an index of it, I can show it to you if you want, of the Astronomy names, one thing I have noticed is there are very few levels of hierarchy on it because simply most of the terms developed in astronomy tend to be have no higher object name terms. They have concepts higher up, which you can’t use [as] an object name … that’s something which I didn’t actually realise till today. […], you would have thought that things like sextants would be on a lower hierarchy of, say, navigational instruments, but they are not. 
E: Alright, is that in the AAT as well?
C: Yeah, I suppose we can go back and do another search I suppose.  [new search - typing]
C: See, they are under “<vertical angle measuring devices>” and I find that very unhelpful. I mean, what I was going to [suggest], well, it would be far more useful if … the 2 terms are not even linked in any shape or form. 
E: Here, I mean, I think this might be a newer version of the AAT so I don’t know; it might have to do with that. 
C: I was checking the actual; I was checking the online….. These are related terms, but they are not actually linked. They are not….
E: [Tries to explain that Related Terms are not like Broader or Narrower Terms but can be considered a similar kind of link]
C: Yeah, but let’s put it this way, if I use the term, if let’s just try it out, if I use the term “navigational instruments” will it bring out all instruments … But will it, say, bring out sextants, octants, and you know, that list you had  just before?  
[…]
C: Right, what my question is, is that to cover my back as it were, I have used both index terms on the database. So you’ve got “navigational instruments” and “sextants” together. So you get all […] you get all navigational instruments. What I’m wondering is if I have only “sextants” as an index term, …

Figure 5: Extract from audio transcript of session. E: = evaluator, C: = curator,
[…] indicates precis or omitted material, and … indicates significant pauses / hesitation.


We see that C complains about the lack of higher level usable concepts above sextants for his purposes. The reference to “concepts higher up, which you can't use [as] an object name” (i.e. for indexing and in some systems retrieval purposes) is to AAT Guide Terms (sometimes referred to as node labels). These are labels employed to subdivide a long hierarchical list according to some characteristic of division. In particular, C expected sextants to be a narrower term of navigational instruments but instead (as we see later) it is located under <vertical angle measuring devices>. It would appear that C did not consider the associative (Related Term) relationship between sextants and navigation instruments to be a link in any real sense. This problem is partly due to a lack of understanding by C of the nature and purpose of the associative relationship. It appears that the representations of the AAT normally used by C did not show the existence of Related Terms in a hierarchical view but only on a separate screen with full term details, making it inconvenient for interactive navigation. E tries to explain that the system allows associative relationship to be navigated and also automatically expanded. C asks in that case will a query on navigation instruments yield results indexed by sextants? 

C then sets up and runs a query to test this out, inspecting some of the results. It proved difficult to answer the question definitively with the set of museum collections installed in the laptop for that session (see C’s final utterance in the extract). This was because the practice had been to multiply index items with both sextants and navigation instruments (due to the exact-match collections management system). However, we return to this question in Section 3.4.3, where the query is run against the full set of museum collections and we get a partial match on sextants alone.

To further illustrate the session, the extract (post-processed with a few entries omitted) from the system log (Figure 6) shows the relevant period from the session with associated timestamps. The screen dump (Figure 7) is a still from the screen capture video of the user's interactions with the system. We can see that a previous query on metal celestial globes is edited to form a query on navigation instruments. Note the reference to choosing a 'focus term' in the log, as discussed in Section 2.4. We observed that users sometimes initially forgot to select a focus term and the Web demonstrator, discussed in Section 4, automatically sets the focus term, using the abstract to concrete facet ordering of the thesaurus to select the most concrete term. This approach appears to work well with queries typical of our museum collection and we intend to investigate automatic default selection in other domains.

15:27:58.191	The user clicks 'celestial globes' in the query.
15:27:59.465	The user deletes term 'celestial globes' using the menu.
15:28:01.727	The user clicks 'navigation instruments' 
15:28:03.250	The user drags the term 'navigation instruments' to query 
		20020809_150524.xml.
15:28:05.742	The user clicks 'metal' in the query.
15:28:08.137	The user deletes term 'metal' using the menu.
15:28:15.246	The user clicks 'navigation instruments' in the query.
15:28:16.469	The user sets '' the focus term.
15:28:16.469	The user sets 'navigation instruments' the focus term.
15:28:17.961	the user 'ok's to close the frmQueryBuilder form.
15:28:20.953	The user Runs the query.
15:28:22.086	The runs query 20020809_150524.xml containing terms 'navigation instruments'.
15:28:22.086	Query 20020809_150524.xml returns 43 results.
15:28:22.098	The user closes the window (frmQueryInProgress).
15:28:34.855	The user selects record 1872-77.
15:28:39.973	The user selects record 1858-40.
15:28:40.262	the user opens record 1858-40.
15:28:45.090	the user 'ok's to close the frmResultItem form.
15:29:22.012	The user selects record 1907-94.
15:29:22.254	the user opens record 1907-94.
15:29:48.738	the user 'ok's to close the frmResultItem form.
15:29:48.750	The user closes the window (frmResultItem).
Figure 6: Extract from user session log


Figure 7: Screen capture from user session

By coincidence, C’s question mirrored the topic of a previous public inquiry to the Science Museum. In the following section, we discuss a scenario based on this inquiry, finishing with an application of semantic query expansion which answers C’s question. 
3.4 Search Scenario 
In collaboration with NMSI, we analysed a (1997) public request to the Science Museum for information on eighteenth century European celestial navigation instruments​[5]​. This is a reference to instruments historically used for fixing position at sea, such as cross-staffs, quadrants and sextants. This query motivated aspects of the subsequent research project and we use it as the basis for the following illustrative scenario.

The request, handled by the collections staff, highlighted problems with existing retrieval techniques which employed the in-house collections management system (designed more with cataloguing in mind than as a general retrieval tool). In the event, the AAT had been used manually to generate suitable terms, located from different AAT hierarchies by multiple queries to different fields in the collections database. Although use of the AAT was essential to answering the query, it proved a time-consuming exercise. The screen dumps in the following sections result from applying the final standalone prototype to this query.

3.4.1 Selecting controlled terminology
We first need to locate the thesaurus concepts that best express the inquiry. The user can enter an initial free text formulation and see any matching controlled vocabulary terms. Figure 8 shows that ‘Find Terms’ on eighteenth century European celestial navigational instruments has yielded a number of controlled terminology matches. The function looks for both single words and phrases (instruments and also navigation instruments). The AAT has a large entry vocabulary and the free text input in this case of navigational instruments has been expanded via the equivalence relationship to the preferred term of navigation instruments.  
	
Figure 8: Concepts matching initial search statement	Figure 9: Concepts matching celestial, including Scope Notes

Various issues arose in the user sessions. The hierarchical context of concepts returned by Find Terms was displayed in the first prototype but omitted in streamlining the second interface (although the facet colour coding gave a little context). We observed misunderstandings from neglecting to check a concept’s meaning in the browser and on reflection it would be preferable to show at least the broader concept. Another possibility of confusion derived from the Term Category option, which allows a search to be confined to a particular category (facet). This feature was occasionally confused with the fields in the collections database and we omitted it from the Web demonstrator interface. The system currently displays Guide Terms (shown in angle brackets in Figure 8). They cannot be used for indexing but might be useful in browsing or searching. Guide Terms caused some confusion in user sessions and could be an optional display configuration. Many irrelevant compound terms with European are displayed in Figure 8. Such phrase matching issues and the failure to produce sensible mappings for the phrase eighteenth century​[6]​ point to the desirability of incorporating more sophisticated linguistic techniques and higher level ontologies, such as the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model, that might, for example, map expressions for date and place to appropriate forms for a particular collection and vocabulary (Doerr, 2003). 

Returning to the scenario, Celestial has returned no match. However, we can extend the search from the entry vocabulary to include any scope notes containing the word celestial (Figure 9). This typically introduces an element of 'noise' into the resultant list (e.g. planetaria). However, relevant concepts for the scenario in the information forms hierarchy (celestial globes, armillary spheres) are discovered by this means. Scope Notes represent informal, domain lexicons and are resources for automatic search tools. 
3.4.2 Browsing the Thesaurus
Different browsing options are available; we can tab between three alternate views of the same context, all navigable. The Ancestry view (Figure 10) shows all ancestry terms back to the root (facet) term, while the Hierarchy view (Figure 11) additionally shows siblings of the selected term (and in the  Web demonstrator shows immediate narrower terms). The Expansion view is discussed in Section 4.

	
Figure 10: Ancestry view for navigation instruments	Figure 11: Hierarchy view for sextants

Note (Figure 10) that the term navigation instruments has no Narrower Terms, it is located within the major hierarchy Tools and Equipment, and that there are associative relationship links to compasses, gyrocompasses and sextants. We return to this later in the scenario.

As discussed in Section 3.3, Figure 11 shows that sextants is located in a different hierarchy (Measuring Devices) to navigation instruments and occurs within a group of potentially very relevant siblings for the topic of our enquiry (e.g. astrolabes, a predecessor of the sextant). 
3.4.3 Querying with Semantic Expansion
Having identified relevant controlled terms, we can run a query against items in the collection, indexed with those terms. As described in section 2.4, the matching function generalises queries to yield ranked results based on semantic expansion of concepts. 

In dealing with the original public query, the Collections Manager manually ran several individual queries against the database for the different relevant terms.  We are now able to short-cut this process by taking up C's final question in Section 3.3 and running a query on navigation instruments - part of the original public inquiry. Figure 12 shows some of the results of the query on a group of relevant NMSI collections. Note that matches to items indexed solely by sextants and other expanded terms such as quadrants and astrolabes are returned. While this is a rather general query, it is intended to address C's question as to whether any effective link could be established for purposes of retrieval. A single query employing semantic expansion is able to make the connection between navigation instruments and vertical angle measuring devices that C desired and also address many of the issues raised by the original public inquiry.
 

Figure 12: Abbreviated query results for navigation instruments
4. Web Demonstrator




Figure 13: Web demonstrator interface
4.1 Browsing via Semantic Expansion
Semantic expansion need not be confined to the query stage and can underpin composite browsing moves. The top left pane of Figure 13 shows an ‘Expansion’ view of the concept mahogany which allows further interactive browsing-via-expansion by selecting any displayed concept. In this view, the hierarchical display is replaced by a linear ranked list and an indication of relative semantic closeness (the small bar). This may be a useful browsing option when a simpler view of thesaurus content is desired.
5. Discussion of Expansion in Context of Related Work  
Soergel (1994) has emphasised the interdependence of retrieval system performance, evaluation and indexing practice, and this was reinforced by comments on indexing in our user sessions. Specific indexing allows for greater discrimination when searching but also carries the possibility of indexer variation (or error) in concept selection. For example as we have seen, in the user session (Section 3.3) the double indexing (“to cover my back”) hindered curator C’s investigation of expansion. He also commented on records where the indexing was along the right lines but non-optimal. Incorporating semantic expansion in the controlled vocabulary matching function allows for some recovery from variations due to indexing specificity or error. 

When considering thesaurus-based QE, it is necessary to distinguish the expansion mechanism from the matching function or query engine it informs in a particular system. In many free text applications, QE is employed to suggest additional query terms for a probabilistic retrieval model. QE can also be employed with a controlled vocabulary indexed system and matching function - in this paper the matching function employs conceptual distance in the ranking mechanism rather than probabilistic weighting. 

The rest of this section sets our findings in context of the literature on thesaurus-based QE. Key issues discussed below include how expansion contributes to the query matching function, the role of the different thesaurus relationships, and interactive versus automatic expansion operations.
5.1 Matching Function
Hersh et al. (2000) conducted a QE study with the OHSUMED test collection of queries and MEDLINE references, based on the UMLS Metathesaurus (which combines several individual vocabularies). The Cornell SMART statistical retrieval system supplied the matching function. Expansion of query terms with Metathesaurus relationships was performed manually. Separate test runs were performed with synonym, broader, narrower and one level associative relationship expansion. All QE runs degraded aggregrate performance, measured by recall and precision. However, a substantial minority of queries showed some improvement, leading to a recommendation that thesaurus-based QE be applied selectively. With relevance to this paper’s focus, it should be noted that the matching function was exact match and did not take account of facets, although the test collection and UMLS can be considered faceted. 

Various laboratory experiments have been conducted at Tampere on concept (thesaurus) based QE, with particular attention to the effect of facet structure in query and matching function. These studies employed the Inquery retrieval system on a database of Finnish newspaper articles and compared the effect of QE with different matching functions. The initial experiments (Kekäläinen, 1998) employed a single expansion step but a later experiment employed a more general concept expansion tool, part of a 3-layer query model encompassing lexical strings, terms and concepts, with expansion at every abstraction layer (Järvelin, 2003). In the later experiment, expansion over chains of narrower and related relationships (but not broader) was considered. Weights for semantic relations were used for selection of expansion terms but not (yet) integrated into the query matching function. Their results showed that automatic QE based on thesaurus relationships improved retrieval performance when queries were strongly structured (ie faceted) and the matching function could take account of different aspects of the query. These findings, from an experimental and free text perspective, support the controlled vocabulary argument made in this paper for combining thesaurus based QE with a faceted query structure and matching function. 

Both our matching function and the Tampere expansion tool combine all thesaurus relationships in an integrated expansion, rather than a union of separate relationship expansions. This allows for more flexibility in possible expansions, for example configurations that expand to siblings (or not). As we saw in the scenario (Section 3.4.3), expansion from navigation instruments first encompassed sextants via an associative relationship and from there expanded to potentially very relevant siblings of sextants, such as astrolabes and quadrants (Figure 12) via the immediate parent (Vertical Angle Measuring Devices). 

Query structure in free text applications has tended to result from facet analysis of the information request by researchers rather than deriving from the thesaurus structure (as in this paper). The other main differences between controlled vocabulary and free text thesaurus-based QE concern the number of indexing terms and treatment of synonym expansion. In our controlled vocabulary retrieval system, expansion via synonym and lexical alternates effectively takes place in the initial (Find Terms) mapping from user search statement to thesaurus concepts (Figure 8). 
5.2 Thesaurus Relationships
Various studies have considered the performance implications of the different thesaurus relationships for QE, with the researcher acting as surrogate for some aspects of the query system or expansion. Kristensen (1993) compared (single-step) synonym, narrower, associative, union expansion and no expansion. Thesaurus union query expansion was found to improve relative recall at a lesser cost in precision, both significant. Greenberg (2001a) found that synonym and narrower expansion increased relative recall, with a decline in precision that was not statistically significant (ProQuest Thesaurus and ABI/Inform database). Relative and broader expansion increased relative recall, with a significant decline in precision. 

Brooks (1997) conducted a series of user studies on the validity of thesaurus semantic distance measures, exploring the relevance relationships between bibliographic records and topical subject descriptors (ERIC thesaurus and database). Results provide empirical support for semantic distance measures, with an inverse correlation between semantic distance and relevance assessment, dependant on position in the subject hierarchy, direction of term traversal and other factors. Findings also included some (lesser) effect for associative relationships. It should be noted, however, that the studies were restricted to linear hierarchies. Medical informatics studies provide empirical support for hierarchical semantic distance measures. Rada et al. (1989) found that rankings from applying their DISTANCE metric to a query on MeSH​[7]​ (broader-than relationships) and a set of documents correlated significantly with the rankings given by human experts. Caviedes and Cimino (2004) compared conceptual distance scores between sets of UMLS​[8]​ concepts (parent relationships) given by their shortest path metric and by domain experts, finding fairly good correlation (with some variation between vocabularies, MeSH giving best results). Clark et al. (2000), in an ‘expert locator’ operational application with the Boeing Technical Thesaurus, found that although relevance was restricted to short relationship chains, thesaurus-based QE was helpful. They argue that, the specificity of a domain thesaurus acts as a filter, ‘biasing’ knowledge for useful retrieval in the application domain. 

Commercial collection management or retrieval systems employing a thesaurus tend to be restricted to narrower expansion (sometimes referred to as explode). In a research implementation, Chen and Dhar (1991) employed weights​[9]​of 9, 5, and 1 for narrower, associative, and broader relationships respectively. These were set according to the use frequency of relationships during empirical search experiments. Rada et al. argue that traversing associative relationships is less reliable than hierarchical relationships, unless some rationale for the associative relationship can be found in the query itself (Rada, 1991). However, Jones et al. (1995) found a majority of terms in their empirical study of interactive QE came via associative relationships (it should be noted that the INSPEC thesaurus employed at that time contained more associative than hierarchical relationships). Their study also noted the identification of query facets as a critical issue.

The relationship cost factors for our expansion were chosen to favour narrower expansion, while allowing limited traversal of broader and associative relationships, broadly in line with the literature discussed above. Greenberg observes that adjusting QE weights can achieve different user strategies. From this perspective, the cost factors described in Section 2.3 can be considered essentially a precision retaining strategy. However, a searcher or system manager could implement different strategies by dynamically tailoring the relationship costs.
5.3 Interactive / Automatic Control
The balance between system and user control of expansion is the subject of much research. The various Okapi projects conducted a number of experiments with thesaurus based QE in operational settings as part of a probabilistic query model (Beaulieu, 1997). These ranged from fully automatic to interactive QE. Their conclusions favour a balance between automatic and interactive control and explicit versus implicit use of the thesaurus. In a study of search facets and relevance feedback, Vakkari et al. (2004) found that interactive expansion gave better results than automatic, provided all relevant retrieved results were taken into account. Bearing in mind that the study was based on facet analysis of the query without thesaurus involvement, the most important factor was facet coverage (exhaustivity) in the query. Sihvonen and Vakkari (2004) find that subject knowledge is a critical factor for success in interactive thesaurus-based QE. Our users also commented on the desirability of knowledge of the collection and its subject matter.

Greenberg’s  (2001b) performance comparison of thesaurus relationships in automatic versus interactive query expansion concluded that synonyms and narrower terms are good candidates for automatic expansion, while related (associative) terms are better candidates for interactive expansion (with insufficient data to draw conclusions on broader terms). She argues that expansion systems should take into account (evolving) user retrieval goals. A later survey found support by users for a combination of interactive and automatic thesaurus processing (Greenberg, 2004). In some respects, the Web demonstrator (Figure 13) offers a combination of interactive and automatic QE. The system automatically expands over thesaurus relationships while the user can interactively control the expansion of individual terms. 


Figure 14: Expansion control in standalone system

The Web interface took account of various issues raised during the user studies, with the radio button control for individual query term expansion replacing a slider control for overall query expansion in the second standalone system. Figure 14 (right hand pane) shows the standalone prototype’s QE controls and feedback of (semantically close) concepts affected by the current expansion setting. A slider dynamically controls the degree of expansion. While users were generally able to operate the control, the evaluation uncovered difficulties. More explanation on the basis for the matching function and the underlying expansion mechanism would have assisted users in understanding how best to use the control. The slider was sometimes confused with the scroll bar for the QE visualisation. The similarity with the browser’s display of hierarchical relationships caused occasional confusion. The amount of choice proved excessive and the control more complicated than generally required. Some users expressed a wish for more interactive control of the expansion, including individual expansion control of query terms. For example, one curator selected Roman numerals in a query to find items matching a picture of a clock. The point was to distinguish from clock faces with Arabic numerals but this then necessitated no expansion for the whole query. These considerations led to the radio button interface element which also permitted control of individual query terms in the Web demonstrator (Figure 13). Both standalone and Web controls directly affect the semantic closeness threshold and the expansion results are not linear. In future work, we intend to explore a simpler on/off query term expansion control.

A few users (including C above) wanted the ability to indicate that certain terms (or even branches) should not be included in the expanded list. A hierarchical grouping of terms in the linear expansion list was one of C's suggestions - “I don’t want that branch, I want that branch.”  In our view, a list simply showing expanded terms is appropriate in many contexts but for advanced interfaces, an ability to indicate that terms in that list should not be expanded would be useful​[10]​. A desire for more control by users is reported in a four year, experimental TREC study, in the context of better control of relevance feedback in IR systems (Belkin, 2001). This also generally supports more explanation of the working of the algorithm.
5.4 Future work
We intend to investigate linguistic disambiguation techniques to support interfaces where the thesaurus operates in the background. This is also relevant for any application to free text search systems. Automated support for faceted query reformulation is another future goal. 

We intend to generalize the expansion settings to work with different query models (including probabilistic weighting). As we have seen, expansion can be integrated with the matching algorithm. The notion of ‘focus term’ can be generalized to an option for any query term that expansion must yield a match. Interactive QE control of whether (or how much) to expand a given query term is different from a matching function criteria that an expanded term must match. Control of expansion extent could be generalized to control of individual relationship expansion. However, there is a general tradeoff to be considered between richness of functional control and cognitive overhead for the user in interactive QE. For example, in the second standalone prototype, the focus term was only expanded via narrower hierarchical relationships, while other query terms expanded across all relationships. The inconsistency proved confusing to users and the feature was dropped from the Web demonstrator.
5.5 Conclusions
This paper has reported work on thesaurus-based QE for controlled vocabulary indexed datasets and discussed user experience in an iterative development of a prototype museum search system with a faceted query editor. The integration of semantic closeness measures into the matching function yields ranked results for multi-concept queries, where the ranking is based on conceptual distance in the thesaurus. This faceted query expansion over thesaurus relationships has potential to reduce the vocabulary problem associated with highly specific queries and indexing descriptors. Partial matching allows for possible recovery from situations where indexer and searcher differ in choice of concepts.

Dynamic control of thesaurus-based QE parameters afforded an exploration of some interactive possibilities. Individual query term controls can usefully combine aspects of interactive and automatic thesaurus-based expansion. In our view, parameters controlling the working of the expansion algorithm (such as relationship cost factors) are best located in the installation configuration for a particular application and setting. Parameters distinguishing treatment of different query terms can be surfaced to the searcher in advanced interfaces.

Users vary in the time they are willing to spend in browsing a thesaurus and the distinctions between hierarchies or node label arrays can sometimes be confusing for non subject experts. The application of semantic expansion to hypertext browsing of the thesaurus may be useful in interfaces where thesaurus content is made available but details of thesaurus structure are hidden. 

Applications with well defined objects and operations may benefit from formal semantic modelling and highly detailed knowledge representations. Domain thesauri, on the other hand, are designed with a semantic granularity suitable for general retrieval applications, where the relationship between document and indexing descriptor is one of probable relevance, rather than necessary association. This condition characterises many situations and user requirements. In our view, this indicates a continuing need for the kind of thesaurus-based QE techniques discussed in this paper.
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^1	  http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/aat/ - Art and Architecture Thesaurus. J. Paul Getty Trust.
^2	  http://www.comp.glam.ac.uk/~FACET/facetproject.html FACET Project
^3	  http://www.nmsi.ac.uk - National Museum of Science and Industry, which includes the Science Museum and National Railway Museum. 
^4	  http://www.nrm.org.uk/ - National Railway Museum, part of NMSI.
^5	  It is possible that the request was influenced by the renewed interest in the ‘Longitude problem’ arising from the Royal Observatory’s exhibit on the Harrison Clocks and the Harvard Longitude Symposium (Andrewes, 1996). Prior to the development of Harrison’s chronometer, seafarers depended on measurements of celestial bodies for the calculation of their longitudinal position by determining time at a known location.
^6	  The AAT is intended to be operated in combination with conventional date and place fields and these are part of the operational NMSI collections database (our prototype focused only on the thesaurus). 
^7	  Medical Subject Headings. 
^8	  Unified Medical Language System. (Note Rada et al. employed an earlier version of UMLS.)
^9	  Note these are priority weights rather than costs.
^10	  C’s request could be met by a facility where selecting an expansion list concept as NOT to be expanded would also remove any subsequent narrower expansions. 
